INTRODUCTION
Safety of quantum communications is, in the first place, the result of the quantum nature of the signal, sending by the sender Alice to the receiver Bob.13 But when we discuss the safety of the quantum communications as a whole we have to take into account all objects taking place in the process of creation and communication of information. One of such object is the sending station, which is classical one. As such it can be eavesdropped by classical means and this fact can reduce sharply the safety of quantum channel. In this note we demonstrate, that dense coding and quantum properties of the channel give the possibility to raise the safety of classical sending station against the eavesdropping.
Some new states for the dense coding scheme are under considerations too. The corresponding capacity of the quantum channel and other their features are discussed.
MAIN CONSIDERATIONS
We discuss in what follows the next situation. 4 We consider a quantum channel, which contains a quantum system L = LA ® LB, dimLA n, dimLB P, where quantum system LA i5 initially in the hands of Alice. There is an initial quantum state o E L, which is distributed between Alice and Bob. Alice influences on her part of wave function and Bob gets outcome state (U 0 IB)Po, where U is an unitary matrix describing the interaction of Alice with quantum system LA . This unitary matrix corresponds to the state of the classical sending station and plotter can use classical means in order to get some information about U.
At first we consider the following question arising in this situation: how large is the set of the outcome states generated by Alice, L = {(U 0 IB)4O}, where U -all possible unitary matrices acting in LA. The unitary matrix does not change the norm of wave function, so dimRL < dimRL -1 = 2np -1. When the equality is realized it is said that there is the dense coding. Evidently, that equality can not be realized for any initial state o. If, for instance, 1'o = çb > co >, Ic >E LA, co >E LB, then L = LA 0 I >. So, we describe at first such
is valid.
Further, let us discuss the relation between the dimensions of our varieties. Unitary matrix U acts in the linear space LA, whose complex dimension is n, so dimR{U} = n2. It is possible situation, when K=n2-2np>O. (2) In this case the unitary matrices E(ic) , ic RK exist, which do not change the outcome state, (E(k)®IB)O = Po. In what follows we discuss the structure of the initial state 'I'o, and describe on this base the set of conserving matrices. It will be shown below, that condition (2) can be softened.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE INITIAL STATE
Consider now initial states Po, when condition (1) holds. Let set kk >, k = 1, 2, ...,p is a basis in LB. Then o = : k > kk >, (4) and Ick >E LA for all k. We prove here, that vectors kbk > are linear independent. Really, let for some k0 and
The set of vectors k'k > +Ak Ic°k0 > , k k0 , is not a basis in the space LB , because there arep -1 such vectors in number. We conclude, that set {(U 0 IB)Wo} does not coincide with L/R, so condition (1) is not valid.
It follows from this consideration, that initial state 'T'o contains in its expansion kk > at any k = 1, 2, .. . , p. So, dense coding realizes only in the case, when initial state for Po is maximally entangled one.
SET OF THE CONSERVING MATRICES
Here we get the explicit description of conserving matrices, which satisfy the condition (3). It follows from this condition, that E(ic)ç5k > Ik >,k= l,2,...,p.
Let H C LA i5 a linear span of vectors 10k >, k = 1, 2, ...,p, H-'-is its orthogonal addition. Then E(ic) IH= I IH, E(ic)H--= H'. So, the set of unitary operators satisfying condition (3) coincides with the set of unitary operators acting on H' . The dimension of the last set of operators equals (n -p)2 . Here we suppose, that condition (2) is changed by the more soft variant: n > p. The set of conserving unitary matrices can be described in the following way. Assuming, that matrix E(ic) can be differentiating on ic and using the described above structure of initial state o , we obtain: Dq5k>=O,k=1,2,...,p, (7) where skew-Hermitian matrix D = {dE/d,c] (ic = 0) acts in space LA . This n x n-matrix can be described as i61 012 13 ... is the general conserving unitary matrix, where ordering on s is arbitrary but fixed. Note, that for the construction of the conserving unitary matrix U it is necessary to find the set of fundamental solutions for system (9,10), using the linear independent vectors ck >, k = 1 , 2 , . . . , p (which are components of expansion of the initial entangled state 'Po).
CAPACITY OF THE CHANNEL
For dense coding scheme the obtained Equation (2) tells that capacity of the channel is bounded. Let the quantum channel from L = LA 0LB be presented by a physical system, which Hilbert space is HA ® FIB.
Assume, that it has N particles, where m < N particles are in the Alice hands. For simplicity assume, that all the Hilbert space dimensions of particles involved are the same end equal to d = 2. This is a qubit case. Then N = log dimHA ® FIB and m = log dimHA . This N-qubit quantum channel allows Alice transmitting the N bit message. It can be done, when Alice manipulates her m qubits. Then ratio (11) can be considered as capacity of the channel. Using (2) and relation n = dimLA = 2dimHA In order to illustrate the above results consider a dense coding scheme based on a quantum channel, represented by the N-qubit state of the GHZ-class GHZ = 10)®N + iIl)®N (13) where IcI2 + i912 = 1. Although there is not unique criteria of degree of entanglement, when N > 2, the GHZstate is maximally entangling in many senses, if a = /3. The task is accomplished because of there is a set of unitary operators U, that generate a set of distinguishable outgoing states (U 0IB)GHZ to be a complete set. Existence of the required set follows from the representation of the GHZ-class5 x blb2...bN =cIO,b2,...,bN)+fl(_1)bhI1,b2,...,bN) (14) where b1 , . . . , bN 0, 1, = 1 -z, and bk), k = 2, . . . , N is complete set. Eq. (14) tells, that a collection of the N-qubit GHZ-states can be generated from one of them, say of the forme (13), manipulating N -1 particles.
When c = 9 the collection is a complete basis, and one finds = (LT ® IB)GHZ (15) The introduced N -1 particle operator can be chosen in factorized form, that is a product of the single where p = i: PxPx , Px are the density matrices of the states sent to receiver according probabilities Px given by a message source, 8(p) is the von Neuman entropy. Then classical capacity of the quantum channel is C = max = C({p}, p). For the considered GHZ-channel Px I. Then assuming Px 1/N, one finds p = 1®®(N_1), where the one-particle density matrices read p' = IaI2IOXOI+Ii3I2I1X1I, c' = 1/2. Introduce capacity per one qubit transmitted or manipulated. It takes the form
where a measure of entanglement of the GHZ-state E(GHZ) = 8(p') is used as reduced entropy, S(p') = IcI2 log 1a12 -f32 log 1i312 . When the channel is maximally entangled, classical capacity takes its maximum to be c = 1 + 1/(N -1). In accordance with the previous reason (12) c < 2, where equality arises if N = 2. If N = 3 classical capacity due from entanglement is c = 3/2. Next consider a quantum channel represented by a state of the W-class, that has the general form6
where a + b + C = d -1. For particular case one find W = 1/s/I1OO) + 1/2(1001) + 1010)) There is a unitary two-particle operator V, that converts W to GHZ-state7
where are the Bell states. By means of (19) one can unitary transform the GHZ-protocol to obtain the dense coding scheme, based on the channel of the W-class. Because of unitary transformation the channel capacity does't change, but the W-channel shows new features. This is new set of operators U Vt , that are non-local.
Capacity of the GHZ and W-channel due from entanglement in accordance with (12) less then 2. In the same time there is an example of a four-particle channel which capacity takes maximum c = 2. In fact, one can unitary transform two independent EPR-channels, each based on EPR-state and has c = 2. If the transformation is chosen as two-particle non-local operator, then one finds new channel, that has c = 2 as well.
CONCLUSION
We have shown, that dense coding under condition (2) between the dimensions of the quantum systems LA and LB leads to the existence of the unitary matrix conserving the outcome states. This fact results in the ambiguity between the states of the classical sending station and outcome state -there are different states of the sending station for the same outcome state. The presence of such "additional" degrees of freedom for the sending station gives the possibility to "hide" the sending information and to raise the safety of the quantum channel as a whole. Let us note the next features.
1. The described possibility to increase the safety of channel is connected with its quantum properties. 2. The construction of the conserving matrices depends on the information about the initial entangled state 'P0 . In a certain sense this quantum state is a key, distributed between Alice and Bob, for the set of conserving matrices. At the realization of quantum systems LA and LB with help of set of qubits the number of additional degrees of freedom for the conserving matrices can be enough large for the moderate numbers of qubits. Really, let LA contains m qubits whose dimension is d, LB contains q the same qubits, 
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